
CLASS DESCRIPTIONS

Advocating for Social Justice

Participants will be taught advocacy skills that 
will allow them to approach a complex political 
system and join others in affecting domestic and 
international policy.

Restorative Justice

Participants will be introduced to the concept 
and principles of restorative justice through 
practical mediation training, visiting advocates of 
restorative justice within the local justice system, 
and exploring its historical and theological roots. 

Migration and Resettlement

Participants will learn about diverse people 
groups in the Central Valley of California through 
their migration stories and cultural histories with 
the goal of understanding practical ways of loving 
and supporting the immigrant community.

Creation Care

Participants will study the environmental impacts 
of human society through field trips and hands-on 
experience, apprehending a broad understanding 
of global environmental issues.

West Coast MCC 
1010 G Street, Reedley, CA 93654

Thomas Adlard, Administrative Coordinator 
thomasadlard@mcc.org

559.638.6911

Call MCC toll-free 888.563.4676

GAP
Global Anabaptist Peacebuilders

Building young leaders for peace

Thursday May 25th through  
Friday June 2nd, 2017 at  
Fresno Pacific University, Fresno, CA

ARE YOU A  
PEACEBUILDER?
Apply online at gap.mcc.org
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What is a peacebuilder? 
One of the main goals of the GAP Institute is to give participants practical tools to build peace in 
today’s broken world. We believe that it makes sense to think of peace as described by the Hebrew word 
“shalom.” The biblical word shalom is more holistic than the absence of war. Building peace can be 
alleviating poverty, working to restore the environment, establishing just public policy, creating a justice 
system that is restorative and aiding the immigrant who often seeks a new home out of necessity. 

What is an Anabaptist?
Anabaptists are a unique group of Christ followers that came out of the reformation. What makes them 
distinct is their commitment to following Christ in daily life, living in close community and working to 
overcome conflict in  practical, nonviolent ways. The GAP Institute exposes participants to a way of 
following Jesus that prepares them to work for justice in the topics covered in the classes offered.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Global conflicts, droughts, rampant consumerism, borders, walls, climate change and poverty: how do we respond to 
these issues? Global Anabaptist Peacebuilders are young adults from across the country who gather for a week to learn 
what it means as an Anabaptist to follow Christ in an increasingly interconnected world. Learning at the GAP Institute 
takes place in the context of the Central Valley of California, a living laboratory of globalization ripe with opportunities 
to learn. The GAP Institute provides you with the opportunity to venture out of the classroom and experience the 
world around you, giving you tools to take back to your own communities. Courses are designed to invite you to 
engage in modern issues from theological, economic and environmental perspectives. Field trips, activities and hands-on 
experiences make engaging difficult issues exciting and meaningful and give participants the framework to take action.

“GAP helped me realize that instead 
of trying to address issues on my 
own it’s good to work in community 
and be partners of God in restoring 
his world and rebuilding shalom.” 

— Christopher Deleon, Fresno, CA
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• Take a day trip to Yosemite National Park
• Visit the Fresno Islamic Cultural Center and learn about Muslims in America
• Visit organic farms around the Central Valley of Fresno
• Kayak down the San Joaquin River
• Tour the Fresno Superior Court
• Visit the Cesar Chavez Center
• Visit the California State Capitol and hear from the staff of elected officials
• Hear from local justice system leaders
• Experience learning as part of a small group of leaders with one on one time 

with professors
• Build community and connect with other passionate young adults

WHAT WILL YOU DO?


